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TENDER NOTICE
vendors to modify, revamp and improve
Sealed quotations are invited from the reputed registered
institution. The vendor would be
(www.rpmcollege.edu.in) for the
an existing website
to have the

expected

credibility and experience

towards

implementing similar works. Quotation
clearly indicated for 1" year, 2nd

for software should, be
should be submitted within 14.02.2022. AMC
year and thereof.

Requirements:
in

a.

and sub-menus
introduction of 10 more tabs along mnenus
Improved navigation with
the
in
deleted
process. Slight
be
Some tabs will also
compliance with NAAC guidelines.
in order to
website
the
on
of the homepage
design changes required in the upper part
accommodate the menu.

b.
c.

use from the backend.
to be modified and made easier to
instance a microsite on

Departmental faculty profile logins
in form of microsites, for
Provision for expansion should be there

Library.

website a oneshould be seamless in order to make the
concerned.
information flow as far as the college is
stop gateway for the
associated terms and
follow the detailed requirements and the
All vendors are requested to
reserves the rights to accept or reject any
authority
conditions as attached along with. The college
reason thereof.
without
any
showing
or all the quotations

d.

Integration with separate

web

portals

conditions:

the following terms and
The vendors should follow
within the next fourteen(14)days,i.e.,
submitted to college tender box
be
should
1. The quotations
14.02.2022.

2.The vendors with

experience
well as in words).

relevant documented

English (both in figures

as

the vendor shall
3. Once the quotation is accepted,

should

quote the

be responsible to

rates

and

amounts

tendered in

complete the project maintaining

fixed.

and conditions already
the lowest quotation of that is not
does not bind themselves to accept
4. The College authority
be accepted by the College.
advisable due to reasons as may
without assigning any reason thereof.
to reject all or some quotations
5.The College reserves the rights
demonstration.
be called for their
6. The selected vendor/s may
terms & conditions along with the
are requested to produce their
applicants
The
intending
entertained.
7.
after submission of quotation will not be
of Terms & Conditions
Revision
of
the Government
quotation.
with the quotation: a. Copy
details) to be supplied
PAN
card
and
d. Bank account
of
8. Necessary documents (or
c.
firm/company, b. Copy of D, Copy
registration certificate of the
terms

details.
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